They count on you.
You count on DripAssist.

DripAssist Infusion Rate Monitor provides easy, reliable infusion rate monitoring at an affordable price.

Use DripAssist to eliminate counting or calculating drops.

Reduce risk. Increase confidence.

Set the DripAssist alarm for an extra layer of security. Know when your patient needs attention.

Ready to learn more?
Find out what DripAssist can do for you at www.shiftlabs.com.

“When the floor’s busy, it’s difficult to keep up with the demands of managing multiple drips. But with DripAssist, I can set it and trust that the rate is being monitored accurately – and that lets me put my focus back on patient care.”

DripAssist does the counting so you can focus on your patient. Takes less than five minutes to learn.

Get precise measurement for your gravity infusions. Measure drips and estimate flow to within 1%. Runs continuously for two weeks on a single AA battery.

Monitor more patients with less expense – costs a fraction of the price of an infusion pump. Works with any drip set, with no proprietary consumables to buy.